
County being sucked into sewage treatment;  
province, haulers say it’s county’s responsibility 

by Steve Dills 
Sylvan Lake News 

Pressure is mounting on Lacombe County to provide a solution to sewage being generated by its residents — both 
from haulers and from the provincial government.  
A blunt question was asked of councillors during their meeting last Friday.  
“What does Lacombe County want done with Lacombe County wastewater?” asked Rhonda Szasz, on behalf of 
four sewage haulers working in the county. 
They’ve had a temporary permit from Alberta Environment to spread the wastewater on land but that ends 
October 31st (tomorrow). 
“There’s a problem. We’re not sure where to haul it over the winter,” she said. “Many of the haulers have 
approached the smaller lagoons and they’ve said “it’s not our problem”. We need to know where you want us to 
haul it.” 
The closest approved location for dumping is Red Deer. “If we haul all the way to Red Deer it’s going to be a 
terrible burden on individuals. We’re not sure what to do with the waste.” 
She added, the Town of Sylvan Lake won’t accept the wastewater at its lagoon. 
County commissioner Terry Hager told her, “It’s my understanding the Town of Sylvan Lake facility (for 
dumping) wasn’t adequate and needed to be upgraded. They’ve also had experience with contamination and don’t 
have someone they could put there to test (each load).” Hager added that Bentley, Eckville, Lacombe and 
Blackfalds are all at or over capacity. 
Reeve Terry Engen said the county is working with the town, through the regional wastewater commission, on a 
line which will include a dumping station in the county. “We’re in the process of detailed engineering and 
obtaining land. Lacombe County is a full partner and has been from day one. We will have an allocation of that 
line. Licensing of who dumps into it is yet to be known.” He added there are some concerns about what happens 
when Sylvan Lake is built out and the lagoon system is full. A third phase of the plan is to construct a line from 
Sylvan Lake to Red Deer’s treatment facility but “that’s a long way down the line”. 
Engen has said he’s hopeful the line and dumping station will be in operation by the end of the year, a date that 
some have questioned. 
“One of the realities is people are going to have to get used to the fact there are going to be financial implications 
for them, our hands are pretty much tied. People are going to have to get used to it,” said Engen of the current 
situation. 
Councillors didn’t have any other answer for the haulers.  
They met with Alberta Environment officials David Helmer and Julian Huang later in the day. And following that 
meeting, they unanimously agreed to write a letter to Environment asking for a reprieve on land spreading for an 
interim basis. Further discussion is scheduled for their first meeting in November. 
Earlier, councillor Rod McDermand said, “I think we have to be a little more proactive than we have been. I think 
Environment is just going to drop it in our lap. If we go along and allow more tanks we’re not doing any service 
until we know where it’s going.” 
Currently the Municipal Affairs department licences individual lot systems while Environment is responsible for 
communal and municipal type systems. 
Helmer said the province has a good system for dealing with individual lot systems and with centralized municipal 
systems but doesn’t have good established policy in the area of communal or cluster systems. They’re working on 
it. 
Engen replied, “We’re caught in a very awkward position between your two departments and we’re trying to do 
the right thing.” He suggested it would have been easier for the county to allow individual lot systems instead of 
insisting on communal systems for multi-lot subdivisions. 
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McDermand also criticized Environment’s lack of speed on a policy. “One of the things that stops us every time is 
wastewater. We go to other jurisdictions and they’re dealing with innovation. I believe your department has put 
this province on hold and I’m getting damn frustrated.” 
Helmer turned the responsibility back to the county. “Long term viability of communal systems needs to be picked 
up by the county,” he said. “If you’re going to approve a subdivision with people who don’t have the capacity, 
ability to operate a utility like system it needs to be backstopped by someone like the county.” 
“Subdivisions based on co-ops or associations are great entities but when you talk about standards change you’re 
running into situations where subdivisions don’t have the ability to upgrade or maintain trained operators, then 
we’re looking for other entities to operate as a utility,” he said. 
Helmer encouraged the county to take the lead role in planning where wastewater should be handled or managed.  
“Are you saying the county should own them, build them, or have a person to monitor,” asked councillor Ken 
Wigmore.  
“If we’ve got an entity we know we can deal with it’s going to go through quickly — that would be the county,” 
replied Helmer. “A private entity that owns a utility, we don’t have a problem with those who can operate, 
maintain and upgrade as necessary. When you get down to a homeowners’ association, they’re the ones most 
vulnerable if upgrade is necessary, maintenance, they’re most vulnerable to costs. If the county owned the systems 
it would be ideal.” He added that in Ontario if the homeowners’ association fails, the municipality takes over. 
As tempers flared later in the meeting, McDermand, referring to the haulers’ dilemna, said the real issue is the 
4,000 to 5,000 homes that have individual systems and can’t call anybody to haul the stuff out. 
Helmer replied, “5,000 need options. Your group approved those, approved them without options.” He added that 
when the City of Red Deer approves a subdivision it makes sure it has capacity to handle the wastewater. 
Asked what the solution is, Helmer said “some municipalities have treatment facilities for wastewater, others 
make arrangements with existing municipalities.” 
On a question from Engen about allowing individual lot systems approved through Municipal Affairs, Helmer said 
that might work in certain areas “but around lakes that’s not a good long term solution. It would lead to other 
issues you’re going to have to deal with. Try and work with us to try and streamline the approach, we’re very 
receptive to that. We’re not trying to stifle, inhibit growth by any means.” 
To address concerns of the haulers, Helmer said Alberta Environment is looking at what municipalities have 
capacity closest to the lakes and when they’ve finalized that list and see what’s available they’ll talk to the sewage 
haulers. But he added, there’s not a lot of capacity available in Central Alberta. 
On winter spreading on land, he said, the department hasn’t authorized that for years. His solution was that haulers 
take sewage to approved facilities after Oct. 31. 
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